We study the interdomain traffic as seen by a non-transit ISP, based on a six days trace covering all the interdomain links of this ISP. Our analysis considers the relationships between the interdomain traffic and the interdomain topology.
INTRODUCTION
Traffic engineering has received a lot of attention during the last few years [3, 24] . Initially, traffic engineering was considered as a solution to allow large tier-1 ISPs to optimize the utilization of their network. In these large networks, there are typically several possible paths to reach a given destination or border router. Ideally, to achieve a low network utilization, the traffic should be spread evenly among all the available links. Unfortunately, this does not correspond to the way traditional IP routing protocols behave. In most cases, the IP routing protocol is not aware of the load on the various parts of the network and selects for each destination the shortest path based on static metrics such as the hop count or the delay. This destination based routing creates an uneven distribution of the traffic that may lead to periods of congestion inside the ISP backbone. Several techniques have been proposed to better spread the load throughout the entire network [3] . A first solution is to select appropriate link metrics based on a known traffic matrix [12, 23] . This solution can provide some interesting results if the traffic matrix is known and stable. A second solution is to rely on a connection-oriented layer-2 technology [4] such as ATM, MPLS or one of the emerging optical technologies. In this case, layer-2 connections can be established statically [9] or dynamically between distant routers and the layout of these connections can be optimized to achieve an even distribution of the traffic inside the network [3] . It is also possible to dynamically create new layer-2 connections in order to quickly respond to link failures or changes in the traffic pattern [3] .
Unlike large Tier-1 ISPs, small ISPs and multi-homed requirements. Their networks usually consist of a simple topology and are frequently over-provisioned. The traffic engineering solutions mentionned above are not really useful in such networks. For these networks, the costly resource that needs to be optimized with traffic engineering is their interdomain connectivity. Until now, few work has addressed the interdomain aspects of traffic engineering.
In this paper, we present a detailed analysis of the interdomain traffic from a medium ISP and evaluate the feasibility of interdomain traffic engineering. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly explain the existing mechanisms to control the flow of interdomain traffic.
In section 3, we describe the ISP where we gathered our measurements. In section 4, we study the topological distribution of interdomain traffic. In section 5, we evaluate in details the temporal variability of the traffic.
INTERDOMAIN TRAFFIC ENGINEERING
Medium ISPs are usually multi-homed and to optimize the utilization of their interdomain connections, the only tool that they can rely on are the establishment of new physical links and tweaking the configuration of their BGP routers. The first solution does not allow an ISP to react quickly since it usually requires a few months.
By tweaking the configuration of its BGP routers, the ISP can in some ways control the utilization of its interdomain links. The BGP routing protocol [18] used to distribute the interdomain routes throughout the Internet allows each ISP to define its own policies. These policies specify how routes received from a BGP peer will be accepted, selected and redistributed towards other BGP peers.
Different policies can be applied by each ISP to influence its incoming and its outgoing traffic.
When considering the outgoing traffic, the a BGP router will often select as the best route towards an external destination the route received with the smallest AS path length. However, if required, the ISP can easily bypass this selection by configuring its border routers to insert the LOCAL-PREF attribute in the routes redistributed by iBGP [18] . For example, in figure 1, if AS20 wants to force the packets towards AS10 to be sent through AS21, it can configure its BGP router peering with AS21 to attach a large LOCAL-PREF value to the AS10 routes received on this link while other routers will insert a default LOCAL-PREF value. To optimize its incoming traffic, the ISP will proceed differently. In this case, it needs to influence the redistribution and the selection of its own routes by remote ISPs. Since the default configuration of many BGP routers is to select the route with the smallest AS path length, a common technique is to artificially increase the length of the AS path for the routes with the lowest preference. For example, in figure 1 , if AS20 wanted to indicate that it prefers to receive its traffic towards subnet 138.48.0.0/16 through its link with AS22, then it would announce this prefix as usual on this link and announce it with a AS20:AS20:AS20:AS20 path to AS21 and AS10. If AS10 and AS21 rely solely on the AS path length to select the best BGP route, they will prefer the shorter route received through AS22. This requires a man- proposal is mainly a generalization of the existing BGP MED attribute whose scope is limited to direct peers [18] .
A more interesting proposal is the BGRP protocol described in [16] . The objective of the BGRP protocol is to provide QoS reservations across the entire Internet in a scalable manner. For this, BGRP operates at the interdomain level and allows an AS to reserve resources along sink trees. For example, on figure 1, the BGRP sink tree from AS20 would aggregate the reservations for the IP packets originated by AS20, AS32, AS33 and AS34. 
MEASUREMENT ENVIRONMENT
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Tbytes of IP packets. This duration is larger than many similar studies [10, 20] . Second, our trace covers all the interdomain links of the studied ISP.
This contrasts with studies that often consider a single link or different links at different periods of time [10] . Third, we correlate the traffic information with the BGP routing topology. Fourth, our trace is not a packet trace but a microflow trace. It was gathered by using the Netflow [7] facility supported by the border routers of the studied ISP.
When Netflow is activated, the border router exports to Cflowd [6] and its true granularity is one minute. Our analysis only considers the incoming traffic of the studied ISP. It was three times larger than the outgoing traffic.
INTERDOMAIN TOPOLOGY
Before analyzing in details the collected traffic statistics, it is useful to have a first look at the BGP variability of Internet traffic at the interdomain level.
[8] describes a detailed analysis of the traffic inside the T1 NSFNet backbone. This study relies on the traces and SNMP data gathered during two years. This paper also studied the packet size distribution, link loads, application distribution and also the "topological" distribution of the traffic from a few NSFNet sites. This study revealed that some networks were responsible for a very large fraction of the backbone traffic. It should be noted that the fact that a small number of sources were responsible for a large portion of the traffic was already noticed on the ARPANET more than ¢ years ago [14] .
In [10] several one hour traffic traces from various US universities attached to the high-speed vBNS and from a commercial ISP are studied. This paper is one of the few that studies Internet traffic at the AS level. They show that a few AS are responsible for a large proportion of the traffic.
More precisely, when considering flows for AS pairs, they
show that ¦ % of these AS pairs are responsible for §¤ ¢ ¡£ % of the total traffic of the studied traces.
Other researchers have studied the dynamics of the BGP routing protocol [15] and of the BGP routing tables [13] . These studies reveal important performance issues with the BGP protocol. However, they do not correlate the findings about the routing protocol and tables with the actual interdomain traffic.
Finally, several authors have proposed tools and methods [5, 11, 2] to accurately collect statistics in operational networks in order to perform traffic engineering. In these papers, the focus is mainly on the tools and unfortunately the characteristics of the traffic are not discussed in details except for illustration purposes.
TOPOLOGICAL TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION
To understand the topological variability of interdomain traffic and the possible level of aggregation, we con- 
TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION
The distribution of the interdomain traffic sources having the largest amount of traffic volume over the whole measurements should give a broad idea of the number of sources that need to be taken into account to engineer a given percentage of the total traffic. This number of traffic sources shall obviously depend on the granularity of the sources we consider. Looking at traffic sources without concern about the topological locality of the top traffic sources is not sufficient in the context of the Internet. Indeed, one must also take into account the distance between the traffic source and its destination, because interdomain traffic engineering will probably be more difficult if the source is several AS hops away from the local network. Figure 4 Based on these measurements, interdomain traffic engineering will have to rely on very few levels of the sink tree, probably just the first two in our case. Our study also shows that in order to traffic engineer an important part of the total traffic requires the ability to influence the traffic up to several AS hops, not just one.
STABILITY OF THE TRAFFIC SOURCES
Predictability of the interdomain traffic should ideally rely on the stability of the highest sending traffic sources from one day to another. For the possibility of using the information of the order statistics for choosing a subset of the sources that constitutes a good prediction for the next day's order statistics, it is required that the top sources for some given day be a good indicator for the top sources for the next day (stability in presence). In addition, the top traffic sources should also cover a similar percentage of the total traffic over the day, which should also be stable (stability in traffic volume). 
TRAFFIC VARIABILITY
To obtain an idea of the actual complexity of the inter- The sink tree aggregation provides an interesting gain in comparison to source ASs (or prefixes), in terms of the number of ASs that will have to be aware of the traffic. 
IN+OUT OPERATIONS
For assessing the dynamics of the interdomain traffic, this section relies on the number of traffic sources that become active or stop sending traffic from a given time interval to the next time interval, which we call in+out operations. This provides an idea of the stability (through its presence or absence) of the traffic sources. In the case traffic variability is low, then the number of traffic sources that change their state between active and inactive between two consecutive time intervals should also be low. Considering only high volume flows allows to reduce the number of active ASs on the sink tree, but this number is still important. Reducing interdomain traffic variability while capturing an important fraction of the total traffic is possible by taking into account the traffic volume information of the interdomain flows. Note however that [22] has shown that interdomain traffic was self-similar over large time-scales.
This means that even if we found some stability on the topological aspects of the traffic dynamics, the burstiness of the interdomain flows is a real concern.
CONCLUSION
We have studied in this paper the implications of interdomain traffic on traffic engineering by correlating the tem- We have then studied the variability of the traffic sources based on two measures. First, we have studied the average number of sources that were sending traffic during a given time interval. This number has shown that using traffic aggregation is useful for reducing the number of traffic sources, the sink tree providing an important gain in comparison to source ASs. Second, we have computed the average number of traffic sources that become active or inactive during a given time interval, which we called in+out operations. We have also shown that the sink tree aggregation was advantageous for limiting the number of such operations. However, the variability is still important for levels of the sink tree located at more then AS hops. Fi-
